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A. TOWARDS AN AESTHETIC SOCIALISM

In one

Hegel suggested, inhis aesthetic theory,that

art contains

the sensuous

of the Idea,

appearance

the symbol of a rationalityof reason that is
beyond words [1], Art was not language for

it gave form
it is non-discursive;
Hegel because
to hidden, ineffable content. Marcuse
in his later
work came to regard art as the last refiige of

critical insightsin a totally
mobilized society.In
his last book, The AestheticDimension (1978),
he rejoins themes fromhis earliestZeitschrift
essays on theproblems of truthand happiness
[2].Marcuse in the 1930s originally sought a
materialist concept of reason with which to
overcome

dualisms,

philosophical

a

theme he

laterpursued in his dialectical investigationof

Eros. What

he called

a "rationality

of gratifica?

tion" in 1955 joined intellectand instinctand

sense,

then, Marcuse

finishes with

a

discussion of art because he concludes that a
traditional
politics of class is hopeless, following
the short-livedexuberance of the 1960s.Yet in
anothersense he maintains his internaldialogue
with theMarxist traditionand uses art,as he had
used

psychoanalysis
subject and object,

to

earlier,
individual

ticular and general,

could

relation

person
both

ensure

and

never

class,

that
par?

gain complete

identity thus preserving the non-identical
between
uses

Marcuse

art

and

as

a

collectivity.
transcendent

ideology-criticalforce thatevokes thedream of
freedom and as a vehicle for projecting the
image of a humane socialism that refuses to
separate process and product. He suggests that
every social order, no matter how free of internal

contradictions,will need media throughwhich

served to cement social bondage by relegating
the ideal of freedom to the spiritualheavens,
leaving earth to the expropriated [3]. In this

can confront their own
mortality. Art
both rescues the dream and memory of freedom
in a one-dimensional
social order and allows us
to confront our own
and as
mortality once we
we
are
An
liberated.
almost
aesthetic

socialist

the ineradicable
distance
preserves
a non-identical
and
subject
object and
a literal socialism
thus opposes
that of
Leninists
and economic
determinists
which

overcame

the mind-body

dualism

that he

felt

essay I want to trace the contours of Marcuse's
mature aesthetic theory, focussing on his view of
art's dual
role as ideology-critique
and as

ended with art
ontology. Marcuse
he felt he could no longer talk about a
rationality of gratification, or give it comprehen?

because

sible political form,in thecontextof late 1970s

American

capitalism.

The

cracks

around

individuals

socialism

between

dispenses with ambiguity in favor of apodictic
knowledge and thuspolitical inflexibility.

the

edges of one-dimensional society thatemerged
faintlyin the late 1960s were once again being
sealed up, leaving critical theory with no
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The political potential of art lies only in its own
aestheticdimension. Its relation to praxis is inexorably
indirect,mediated, and frustrating.The more im?
mediately political thework of art, themore it reduces
thepower of estrangementand theradical, transcendent
goals of change. In this sense, theremay be more
subversive potential in the poetry of Baudelaire and
Rimbaud thanin thedidactic plays ofBrecht [4].

Marcuse suggests that it is in its autonomy that
art remains a repositoryof radical hopes for
social improvement.
By refusing to succumb to
the appearance of the given, art is "permanent
subversion,"giving form tohidden contentthat
dialectical- malleable amplifiesthe inherently
character of the social world. The content is
hidden,he contends, in la prose du monde, the
commonsense

attitude of one-dimensional

where

things "are" as they appear to be. Marcuse
suggests that art transformsour conventional
perception and that it ismore realistic than the
attitude of what Hegel called Verstand
instead
uncomprehending commonsense,
a
the
occluded
of
grasping
possibility
qualita?
tively differentreality.And it is because total
mobilization in advanced capitalismdistortsand
falsifiesour immediateexperience thatwe must
resortto the aesthetic transcendencein order to
keep alive our dreams andmemories of freedom
and happiness.
Inasmuch

as

art

preserves,

with

the

promise

of

happiness, thememory of the goals thatfailed, it can
enter,

as a

"regulative

idea,"

the desperate

struggle

for

changing the world. Against all fetishism of the
productive

forces,

against

the continued

enslavement

of

individuals by theobjective conditions (which remain
thoseof domination), art representstheultimategoal of
all revolutions: the freedom of happiness of the
individual [5].

The overt themeof the 1978 book is to argue
thatart is a proper revolutionaryvehicle only in
the distance it keeps from organized politics.
Marcuse mistrusts socialist realism because it
requires that art subordinate its own internal
necessity to a crudelyconceivedmodel of class
struggle,thuscancelling thevital autonomyand
hence flexibility
of ideology-criticalideas.Art is
valuable precisely because it prods conscious

ness, sensibilityand imaginationin an erawhere
motif in
theyare virtuallydefunct,a recurring
Marcuse's work. He makes art thematicin his
final book because he feels that the 1960s
representedthe last viable historicalmoment
when thedialectic of individualand class might
have been creatively activated and mediations
developed between individual change of
consciousness

and

reorganized

class-struggle.

Art remains a political topic for Marcuse
because he regards it as the last repositoryof
imagination,a theme strikinglyreminiscentof
his writings in themid-1930s on theaffirmative
characterof culture [6].Where the early essays
on cultureand philosophy from the 1930swere
written on the lengtheningshadow of Hitler's
authoritarianstate, so his last book on artwas
conceived during thedawn of neoconservatism,
with is glorification of pseudo-inwardness.
Marcuse acknowledges his growing despair
early in the 1978 book:
In a situation where

the miserable reality can be
changed only through radical political praxis, the
concernwith aestheticsdemands justification.It would
be senseless to deny theelement of despair inherentin
this concern: the retreat into a world of fictionwhere
existing conditions are changed and overcome only in
therealmof the imagination[7].

However he rejects the orthodoxMarxist view
that artmust mechanically
represent the interests
of the "ascending
class." Marcuse,
here, with
other western Marxists
since early Lukacs,

rebels against themechanical schemataof base
and superstructure imposed by "scientific"
Marxists of theSecond International(including,
ironically,Engels himself) on a few passages
liftedout of contextfromThe German Ideology
and other later writings of Marx. Art, like
religion and philosophy, is improperly
relegated
to the realm of the merely derivative and
becomes a mirror, albeit of the proletariat's
"true" interests[8].
The contradiction in orthodox Marxism,
which Marcuse notes but does not explore in
enough depth, is that art is restricted by
economic deterministsto faithfully
reproducing
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theproletariat'sclass interestbut thataccording
to determinism art can have no independent
Thus socialist realism is an
constitutivefunction.
empty category for art merely reflects class
conflictsand cannot energize the revolutionary
process. Indeed socialist realismwas conceived
Russia not
in the contextof post-revolutionary
as a prod to the class-strugglebut as a formof
self
self-advertisement and
ideological
justification.The portrayal of dutiful thick
muscled Soviet workers - Heroes of Labor reinforcedthenearlyKantian sense of duty that
the Communist vanguard tried to instill in
workers. Thus socialist realism was actually
socialist idealism, justifyingthe real no matter
how corrupt.So theorthodoxMarxist discussion
of art is a rough equivalent of the Scholastic
disputes about angels on pins; thedenial of art's
autonomy, indeed of the autonomy of conscious?
ness, makes art's content irrelevant except as an
index of "substructure"

conditions.

Inmore general terms,
Marcuse suggests that

this mechanical

model

base-supersturcture

has

the same effect in the state-socialistworld as
one-dimensionalitydoes in thecapitalistwest. It
devalues consciousness, subjectivity and
imagination in the name of transpersonal
developmental

imperatives. The

person matters

only inasmuch as he or she is a cipher of
surrounding

social

classes.

denial

forces, notably

as a repre?

sentative of one or the other of the warring
The

of art's autonomy

thus goes

hand inhand with thedenial of theautonomyof
subjectivity.
Ideology becomes mere ideology, in spite of Engels'
emphatic

qualifications,

and

a devaluation

of the entire

realm of subjectivitytakesplace, a devaluation not only
of thesubject as ego cogito, therationalsubject,but also
of inwardness, emotions, and imagination. The
subjectivityof individuals, theirown consciousness and
unconscious,

tends

to be dissolved

into class

conscious?

ness. Thereby, a major prerequisite of revolution is
minimized, namely, the fact that theneed for radical
changemust be rooted in the subjectivityof individuals
themselves,in theirintelligenceand theirpassions, their
drives and theirgoals.Marxist theorysuccumbed to that
very reificationwhich ithad exposed and combated in
society

as

a whole.

Subjectivity

became

an

atom

of

objectivity; even in its rebellious form itwas surren?
dered to a collective consciousness. The deterministic
componentofMarxist theorydoes not lie in itsconcept
of the relationship between social existence and
consciousness, but in the reductionistic concept of
consciousness which brackets theparticular contentof
individual consciousness and, with it, the subjective
potential forrevolution [9].

Marcuse in 1978 defines theproject of critical
theoryin exactly the same way he defined it in
the early 1930s: it was to rescue bourgeois
Innerlichkeit from the forces of one
dimensionality[10].What had changed by the
late 1970s in his perspectivewas the critical
medium through which to restore critical
inwardness.In the 1930s he and his Frankfurt
colleagues attemptedto registerthe truthabout
the demise of interioritythrough a direct
language of theory;in the late 1970sMarcuse
despairs of didactically intoning the name of
domination

as

a

spur

to counter-hegemonic

action but instead tries to evoke its sinister
realitythroughillusion (Schein). Art according
to him is still autonomous and can reconstitute
reality beyond the media of everyday com?
munication.Like Adorno,Marcuse suggests that
critical theorymight itselfbecome a metalan?
guage thatismore evocative thanthestraightfor?
ward analytictheoryofMarx (althoughthereare
differencesbetweenMarcuse andAdorno thatI
will explorebelow).
Marcuse

here

"aesthetic

ethos"

of the
rejoins his discussion
inAn Essay on Liberation
[11].

But where in 1969 he suggested that the "new
sensibility"of theNew Left was already an
incipient positive

force for social reconstruction,

in the late 1970s he feels that this sensibility
itselfis under siege. Indeed the spontaneismof
theNew Leftmay well have been itsundoing,as
he argued in Counterrevolution and Revolt
(1973) [12]. By attempting to collapse the
distinctionsbetween artand realityand between
theoryand actionNew Leftists did not protect
theirown irreducibleinteriority.
The forces of
one-dimensionality could thus integrate the
counter-revolution

and make

it its own.

An autonomous artonly superficiallyappears
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to abandon politics; actualy art ismost political
where itprovokes inus memory and dream that
liberateus from the flattenedhorizon of one
dimensional perception. In this sense art is
vitally anti-positivistfor it suggests that things
are not what they appear to be but possess
hidden dialectical motion. Marcuse explicitly
suggests that art as a form of dialectical
imaginationin thisway has political contentand
is not merely spiritualor emotive.The second
dimension can thusaffectthe firstdimension as
artistic autonomy issues in directly political
sensibility.Here Marcuse, in the midst of
political pessimism, rejoins the dialectic of
individualand class [13]. His criticismof early
affirmative culture was precisely that it
remained separatefrom political economy and
thematerial base [14].Marcuse indictssocialist
realismbecause it subordinatesart, ideologyand
consciousness to thefirstdimensionofmaterial
reproduction.Bourgeois culture, in theopposite
way, keeps art on loftyheights and denies its
contact with material reproduction.Marcuse
suggests thatboth are false: he believes that
artistic illusion can prepare the way for the
fusion,throughconcertedrevolutionary
practice,
of thefirst and second dimensions.Art begins
on the level of "mere" consciousness in order,
one day, to subvert the very distinction between
consciousness
and practice. Art will be "mere"

art only when socialism has been brought into
being

and "permanent

aesthetic

subversion"

can

be relaxed as artbecomes a way of dealingwith
our individuated
mortality,itselfa vitalhumaniz?
a
aim
of
non-authoritarian
socialistontology.
ing
While every social order requires art as per?
petualwitness to the inexorabletensionbetween
Eros and Thanatos and particular and general,
only corruptedsocial ordersneed art to remain
autonomous as a way of preservingthememory
and dreamof political liberation.

C. THE FORCE OF TRANSCENDENT ILLU?

SION

Marcuse alone among theFrankfurttheorists
had patience for the stoned sensibilityof the
counter-culture
forhe felt itaugured a rupturein
the continuum of repressive experience that
keeps dialectical imaginationinperpetualcheck.
But the new sensibilityof the 1960s was not
dialectical and did not achieve those
sufficiently
mediations between thoughtand sensibiiltythat
open onto theplateau of social reconstruction.
Instead the drug high is an end in itself, the
triumphof immediacyovermediacy momen?
tarilyliberatingbut not able to sustain itself,via
non-repressive sublimation, in new institutions
with purpose and plan.
constructed
Art partakes of Brecht's estrangement-effect
by using materials at hand to it. It is of this
world, but also above it; it can see thegiven in
new and liberating
ways.
... the encounterwith the fictitiousworld restructures
consciousness
counter-societal

and

sensual

gives

experience.

The

representation
aesthetic

to a

sublimation

thus liberatesand validates childhood and adult dreams
of happiness and sorrow [15].

Art is both celebration and mourning, comedy
and tragedy; either way it can liberate the
imagination so that it is able to distinguish
between what

is "surplus"

and what

is "basic"

in

the human condition. Surplus is needless
suffering,tyranny,injustice and domination.

Basic

lovers'

is our mortality,
quarrels

our existential

and

aloneness,

brokenheartedness,

alongside the "promesse de bonheur" of true
socialism [16]. Great artdoes notmake tragedy
a timeless universal but sets up the profound
betweenhappiness and tragedy,joy
counterpoint
the
being
penumbra around the grey cloud of
death and finitude.
Marcuse clearlybelieves that
socialismwill not efface all human suffering
but
only that sufferingwhich is produced by a
repressive reality principle in the service of
private interests[17].
Art for Marcuse works through illusion
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(Schein) thataffordsus greater realism than is
offered in ordinaryexperience shackled by the
constraintsof positivism.Art is an alternative
mode of cognition to positivism in thatitdeals
with images, symbols and shadows and not
simply unmediated experience that refers
directlyto given objects in theworld. Art aims
at a "subversion of experience" that restores
inwardness,sensibilityand imagination:"rebirth
of the rebellious subjectivity [18]." Marcuse
characterizes the process
of aesthetic
presentation

as "sublimation,"

where

ordinary

experiences and data are stylized in accordwith
the inner requirementsof the form itself.Thus
ordinarycontentispresented in an extraordinary
way, shatteringour preconceptionsand clearing
our perception of tiredhabits and the gravita?
tional pull of themerely apparent.We see
behind the given appearances with the help of
the artisticsublimation;we see death where it
haunts life and joy where it holds out against
unhappiness.All is not rosy in thework of art,
of course; as we just noted, artisticconscious?
ness helps us to distinguishbetween what is
essentialand superflousin thehuman condition.
Artistic illusioncalls up a deeper cosmos than
we can experience in everyday life, especially
under advanced capitalism. The rhythmsof
natureas of life itselfare evoked in their
majesty
and sorrow; all thingspass, and yet with that
passage comes the renewal of hope. Marcuse
here

is not

a

sloppy

sentimentalist,

whose

critical theoryhas grown senilewith advancing
than ever to
age. Rather he is more concerned
rescue authentic experience
of hope
and
sorrow - from the Muzak
of popular culture.

Writing in the late 1970s,Marcuse is aware that
artificialnegativity [19], carefullycultivatedby
thesysteminorder toprovide itselfwith pockets
of creative subjectivity, takes the form of
"lifestyle" becoming a fetish of immediate
experience,
personal
authenticity and
interpersonalsincerity.Of course the"jargon of
authenticity,"as Adomo scornfullyreferredto
Heidegger's otwtenz-philosophy (that easily
became a justificationof fascism), buttressesa

totallyadministeredsociety [20].The estranging
experiencescommunicatedina greatwork of art
are obliterated under the tyrannyof popular
thinking; lifestyle in the 1980s requires that
people not subject themselves to the alarming
truths of Schoenberg or Kafka lest their
"personal growth" be disrupted. All of this
cultural baggage is dismissed as "heavy," an
archaic remnantof earlybourgeois societywhen
the firstand second dimensions were still to
some extentdistinct Lifestyle has no patience
for the estranginglessons of art because it is
concernedwith "self and notwith theworld in
which self is historicallyanchored. In a totally
administeredsociety the preponderanceof the
object ultimatelyforces the subject tomake a
fetish of its own "needs" - really itswants - and

to dismiss the public sphere and indeed the
entireobjective cosmos as irrelevant.
The culture of narcissism perfects a bland
positivism and has no use for illusion; the
requirementsof authenticitycancel thedialecti?
cal echoes of the double entendre, irony and
subtlety.Narcissistic personalities speak in the
transparentchatter of gossip, which is the
opposite of aesthetic illusion: the soul of the
world is bared under the trivilizingeye of the
television-watcher,fad-followerand voyeur of
the lives of thepowerful.The narcissistaccepts
at face value whatever is given and relates it to
his or her own impoverishedexperience. The
foreign, the unordinary,
- "I
lament
can't deal

is dismissed

with

it." The

with

the

subject

acquiesces to the object precisely in order to
of "commonsense"
experience the indubitability
thatis a comfortin a world gonemad. Perpetual
uncertaintybecomes itselfa type of certainty;
total administration administers everyone
equally and, as Adorno andHorkheimernoted in
Dialectic of Enlightenment, enlightenmentis
democraticforeverythingis demystifiedequally
[21].
Marcuse's aesthetic theory is a challenge to
this jargon of authenticity translated into
lifestyle as well as to socialist realism. It
opposes the realism of Verstand with the
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idealism of transcendentknowledge and of
critique. It questions the possible grounds of
human existence and themodalities of freedom
in society. This is not an ungrounded
questioning for, as Marcuse notes, art works
with thegivenmaterials at hand- colors,words,
sound. In the dialectic of form and content is
contained the dialectic of thepossible and the
real.
In itsvery elements (word, color, tone) artdepends on
the transmittedculturalmaterial; art shares itwith the
existing society.And no matter how much artoverturns
the ordinary meanings of words and images, the
is still thatof a givenmaterial. This is
transfiguration
the case even when thewords are broken, when new
ones

are invented

-

otherwise

all communication

would

be severed.This limitationof aesthetic autonomy is the
conditionunderwhich artcan become a social factor.
In thissense art is inevitablypart of thatwhich is and
only as part of thatwhich is does it speak against that
which is. This contradiction is preserved and resolved
(aufgehoben) in the aesthetic form which gives the
familiarcontentand thefamliarexperience thepower of
estrangement and which leads to the emergence of a
new conciousness and a new perception [22].

Only by being of thisworld can art indictit and
at the same time reveal the promise of an
undistorted order where beauty and tragedy,
are in harmony. Art is not
and Thanatos
a phrase ofMerleau-Ponty,
in
idealism
but,
pure

Eros

dialectical idealism; ituses thegivenmaterial in
order to point out its latentpotential.And the
vehicle of its critical capacity, in thisKantian
sense, is its power of illusion.

The promise is wrested from established reality. It
invokes an image of the end of power, the appearance
(Schein) of freedom.But only the appearance; clearly,
the fulfillmentof thispromise is not within thedomain
of art [23].

Marcuse opposes an anti-artthatcollapses the
distinction between form and content and
art and

reality. Art

reality precisely because

rationality. An

cannot

art that attempts

to erase

the

boundariesbetween itselfand realitydescends to
infantilism,just as do those who practice
promiscuous
asceticism.
Marcuse

The indictmentdoes not exhaust itselfin therecognition
of evil; art is also the promise of liberation.This
promise, too, is a quality of aesthetic form,or more
precisely, of thebeautiful as a quality of aestheticform.

between

activity,channelinggivenmaterial at hand into
an oeuvre. Art is vital precisely where it
preserves its autonomy and rises above the
suction-likeforcesof theone-dimensional;anti
art would cancel this autonomy and would
requireart to do battle for itsvery survivalwith
politics. As Marcuse noted in An Essay on
Liberation poetryneverwins in itscontestwith
politics and he suggests that it can be most
political preciselywhere itrises above the fray
[24]. This argumentresembleshis discussion of
psychoanalysis in 1955,where he suggestedthat
libidomust always be repressedand sublimated
in order to enter theworld as socially useful
activity[25].An unsublimatedartwould lose its
aestheticappeal as illusionand, like unmediated
libido,would fail to inhibititsaims.The lack of
aim-inhibitionin art results in thedissolutionof
form and the unmediatedmerging of artistic
contentwith the stuffof the "real" world. Art
must sublimate itself in order to achieve an
epistemological status in realitythatprevents it
frombeing swallowed up in themaelstrom of a
positivist culturewhich has no use for illusion,
irony or indirection.This sublimation, as
Marcuse recognizes, is highly threateningto the
dominantrealitypreciselybecause itmaintains a
high standard of maturity, autonomy and

sexuality as a way out of bourgeois

here addresses

the erotic character of

art, against those orthodox Marxists who
"sharply reject the idea of the Beautiful, the
centralcategoryof bourgeois* aesthetics [26]."
InsteadMarcuse argues:
Appertaining to the domain of Eros, the Beautiful
representsthepleasure principle.Thus, it rebels against
theprevailing realityprinciple of domination.The work
of art speaks the liberating language, invokes the
liberating images of the subordination of death and
destruction to thewill to live.This is the emancipatory
element in aestheticaffirmation[27].

become

it is sublimated

Art objectifies the life-instincts,
which through
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their sensuous representationtake the formof
the Beautiful.Marcuse is not suggesting that
ugliness as such will please us but what the
internalnecessity of a work like Picasso's
Guernica, depictingfascistdive-bomberskilling
peasants,

allows

the oeuvre

as a whole

to rise

above thereductionistforcesof one-dimensional
consciousness. Brecht agonized over theproper
political role of theartist;he wrote a poem about
how only the horrors of politics and not the
sensation of natural beauty moved him to his
desk towrite inprotest.But Brecht'smessage is
itselfpoetic, as is Picasso's in the example of
Guernica. Some of themost moving evocations
of humanity strugglingagainst fascism came
from children in concentration camps; these
were among themost powerfulprotestsagainst
the total horror of genocide because they
challenged thegrim imageryand realityof the
camps with an alternativeimageryof joy the
"promesse de bonheur" fascism could not
entirely stifle.Art does not have to have a
superficialbeauty topartakeofEros and, in this
sense, to remind the living that they are still
alive and havemuch to live for.
Indeed beauty and tragedymerge under the
artisticeye; is the inevitability
of death any less
beautiful than the inevitability
of life and hope?
In this sense,Marcuse presents not only an
ideology-critiqueof late capitalistdomination
the explicit themeof his work since the early
1930s

-

but

also

a

philosophy

of

socialist

existence that is designed to be timeless.Art in
thisway fulfillsa second importantfunction:it
reconciles

us

revolutionary

to our

own mortality, defusing
and
the
arrogance,
prevents

inevitabilityof death fromcancelling liberatory
projects in the present. In this regard, art as
ideology-critiquepromises a politics of non
identity,thebasis of a socialistontology.

D. AN ART AND POLITICS OF NON-IDENTITY

instinctand death instinct[28]. His final book
on artcompleteshis thinkingabout the relation?
ship of mortality toMarxism, this time in the
explicitcontextof art.
The institutions
of a socialist society,even in their
most
democratic form,could never resolve all the conflicts
between the universal and the particular, between
human beings and nature, between individual and
individual.Socialism does not and cannot liberateEros
fromThanatos. Here is the limit which drives the
revolutionbeyond any accomplished stage of freedom:
it is the struggle for the impossible, against the
unconquerablewhose domain can perhaps nevertheless
be reduced [29].

It is death thatis "the unconquerable." It is hard
to deny that this issue of the inevitabilityof
deathmust have preoccupiedMarcuse when in
his late 70s he composed his final book. Here
Marcuse
takes his greatest risk in the
composition of his critical theory:while even
themost obdurateofMarxists can "forgive"his
Freudianism, few have any patience forwhat
seem tobe maudlin reflectionsinexistentialism.
What on earthdoes thedialectic of particularity
ourmortalityand the infinity
and universality,
of
time and theuniverse,have to do with revolu?
Marcuse in the last sectionsof
tionarystruggle?
The AestheticDimension confrontsthisproblem
directly, sketching the outline of a socialist
ontologybased on non-identity.
The need for such an ontology is both in the
is made
present and the future. Unless Marxism
mortal it will retain a self-defeating arrogance,

supposing that class-strugglewill resolve all
dilemmas, solve all problems. Such a prospect
will not onlyprove tobe impossible in an as yet
unseen socialist future; it dangerously distorts
thestruggleforthatorder in thepresent.
The universalityof art cannot be grounded in theworld
andworld outlook of a particularclass, forartenvisions
a concreteuniversal,humanity (Menschlichkeit),which
no

particular

proletariat,

In other work I have addressedMarcuse's
of life
speculations about the interrelationship

class

Marx's

can

incoporate,

"universal

class/*

not
The

even

the

inexorable

entanglement of joy and sorrow, celebration and
despair, Eros and Thanatos cannot be dissolved into
problems of class struggle.History is also grounded in
nature.And Marxist theoryhas the least justificationto
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ignore themetabolism between thehuman being and
nature, and to denounce the insistenceof thisnatural
soil of society as an aggressive ideological conception
[30].

This metabolism between humanityand nature
indeed takesplace within each of us, in theclash
of mind and body, life- and death-instinct.
Marcuse here offers a deep meditation on the
relationship

between

human

and

non-human

nature that is at the core of Freudian and
existential Marxism. These reflections are
remarkablysimilar to thoseof the lateMaurice
existential
Merleau-Ponty, who wedded
phenomenological and Marxian concerns in
unique synthesis, itself in perpetual dialogue
Marxism of Sartre.Merleau
with theexistential
like
Marcuse,
Ponty,
sought thatmetabolism
between reason and instinctthatis theriddle of
existence and cannot be surpassed by any
with
understanding[31]. I readMarcuse together
Merleau-Ponty as authorsof a mortalMarxism
that takes as its resource the contingencyof
human existence. The dialectic of celebration
and despair will outlast every ideology. And
Merleau-Ponty like Marcuse lived under the
cloud of Stalinism, which spoiled foreverhis
But like
optimism about social transformation.
Marcuse this did not cause Merleau-Ponty to
lose all hope. The

fact of death does

not refute

the possibility of "final liberation"- at least
from the constraintsof domination, if not of
mortality.

Art is thus a sign system throughwhich we
come to gripswith our own stake in therevolu?
tionary movement.

As mature

adults we

are not

self-sacrificingwithout regard for our own
happiness; and yet our happiness cannot be
soughtwithout referenceto the terriblesuffering
of others.Marcuse in the lastpages of his 1978
book again evokes thememory of thosewho
have already died and cannot be redeemed,
except inmemory.
Art declares its caveat to the thesisaccording towhich
the timehas come to change theworld.While artbears
witness to thenecessity of liberation,it also testifiesto
its limits.What has been done cannot be undone; what

has passed cannot be recaptured.History is guilt but not
redemption.Eros and Thanatos are lovers as well as
adversaries.Destructive energymay be brought into the
service of life to an ever higherdegree - Eros itselflives
under the sign of finitude,of pain. The "eternityof joy"
constitutes itself throughthedeath of individuals. For
them, this eternity is an abstract universal. And,
perhaps, theeternitydoes not last very long.The world
was notmade for thesake of thehuman being and ithas
not become more human [32].

In suggestingthattheworld is not our creation
(although

as passengers

we

can leave our mark,

not indelible)Marcuse opposes all idealisms that
put "man" at thecenterand thuscommit the sin
of pride. Instead,we can only find ourselves in
themetabolism between subjective constitution
and creation and what is objectively given (the
world, instinct,thebody). It is throughour body
thatwe become trulyhuman,bymastering itand
making it our own. We cannot change every?
thing,onlyparticularthingslike theorganization
of material reproductionand the distributionof
wealth and power.What we cannotchange is the
subject-matter of philosophy, poetry and
painting: the relationshipbetween ourmortality
and the universalityof theworld and cosmos.
By suggestingfalsely thatwe can transformall
things theHegelian totality we commit the
sin of pride and thereby infect the socialist
struggle with a dangerous arrogance.
Here Marcusens
thought is carefully

post

Hegelian. He individuatestheconcept of reason
to divest itof its totalizingovertones; thewhole
is neither the false nor the true:neitherAdomo
nor Hegel were correct,the one in despair and
theother infaith.
Marcuse endorses theprinciple
of non-identityaccording towhich we can never
erase themetabolism between ourselves and the
world, theparticularand the general,Eros and
Thanatos. Philosophies of identityend up either
in utopianism or tyranny,where the subject
vainly tries to rise above thedistortedrealityin
pure contemplation the theoriaof theGreeks
or to impose his own authoritariansolutions
upon it. In this senseMarcuse did not retain
Lukacs' Marxian version of Hegel's concept of
totality the identical subject-objectof world
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history,the collective subjectivityof theworld
proletariat

-

but wrote

a Marxism

of non

identity that related individual and group
dialectically, denying the possibility of a final
synthesis [33].Marcuse's Marxism in thisway
is rooted inmortalityandmediation.
Art is to capture thisontologyof non-identity
through its creative sublimation of the given
reality.Where political theorysoars above the
details of theparticular inmaking a case for the
- social
possibility of a new universality
freedom,

sense -

inMarx's

art descends

to the

particular in settingup counterpointsbetween
thegiven and thepossible. Theory asserts,where
art evokes. Both Adorno andMarcuse in their
laterwork embraced thisattitudeof non-identity
thatattemptedtoprobe thenatureof theuniver?
sal througha decipheringand representation
of
the particular, they differed,however, in that
Adorno attempteddirectly through theoretical
language to achieve the evocative echo of art,
while Marcuse felt that theorymust remain
discursive. This explains their differencesof
cultural sensibility:Adomo thought themost
revolutionaryart was thatwhich immanently
exploded thedialectic of formand content,such
as that of Beckett and Schoenberg, while
Marcuse could embrace the great bourgeois art
of Beethoven as well as the carnal rock of the
Rolling Stones. Adomo's Negative Dialectics is
incomprehensiblewithout knowing Adomo's
attempt inPhilosophy

ofModern

Music

tomake

theory speak a metalanguage of non-identity
[34].
Adorno in his post-war pessimism had no
theoryof the political, no positive image of
mediations between art and politics [35],
Marcuse by contrast attempted to theorize
positively about the "new sensibility," his
central conceptual

While

contribution

to neo-Marxism.

he remained disappointed about the
ensuing lack of practicalmediations between the
new sensibilityof the late 1960s and thepos?
sibilityof a new council communism,he gives
us crucial hints inhis last book about how non
identitycould be developed into a veritable

principleofpolitical praxis.
The struggleto humanize our existencenever
ends; theveryprincipleof non-identitysuggests
thatsynthesisand solutionsmust be continually
renewed.

are no

There

eternal

guarantees

of

perpetualpeace, althoughcertainly,as aMarxist,
Marcuse knows that things can be greatly
improvedover what they are today. But he
acknowledges thatthe liberationof imagination
may not lead toNirvana. Instead the imagina?
tion,once freed from the fettersof the reality
principle,may becomemelancholic and sadwith
wisdom. The moments of play and joy will be
set againsta darkerbackgroundof lifeand earth,
of historical guilt and unrequited love.
Socialism, after all, will only make us truly
-

human

not

superhuman.

a

As

Freudian,

Marcuse recognizes that there is much of a
turbulentand volcanic sort in our interiorsthat
must be mastered, painfully and haltingly,
beforewe are fit to associate with our fellow
human beings.

His argumentabout the functionof art is
usually read one-dimensionally to imply that
art's onlyutilityought tobe in thehere and now.
But I want to suggest thatMarcuse also argues
that art retrieves an essential aspect of the
human condition,our particularityandmortality,
and uses

this as a revolutionary

resource. Here

he is differentfrom those existentialistswho
inferthatthe awareness of ourmortalitymeans
that

to struggle in the
useless. It is rather because

short-run

is

strictly
of our all-too-human

mortalityand individualitythatwe must effect
radical

emerge.

- to
let our true humanity
change
whether
in a
Again,
"repression"

social

genuine socialist societywill stillbe repressive
is an open question, answerable only in
practice
and through experiment. Our humanness cannot

be grasped inwhatMarx called "pre-history";it
will only emerge in the process of genuine
liberationand in themetabolism of historyand
nature,subjectand object.
Marcuse's Marxism is oftendismissed for its
existentialistovertones; the reductionof libera?
tion topersonal choice would seem to implyan
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untoward optimism and idealism about social
change unwarranted

by historical

circumstances.

which
ButMarcuse never forgetsthatliberation,
can
never
a
indeed must begin with
choice,
nor eliminate all
compensate forpast suffering,
futureanxietiesand social conflicts.On the final
page of his 1978 book, he issues a necessary
correctiveto an unbalanced readingof his work
on idealism:
Art fights reification by making the petrified world
speak, sing, perhaps dance. Forgettingpast suffering
and past joy alleviates life under a repressive reality
principle. In contrast,remembrancespurs thedrive for
the conquest of sufferingand thepermanence of joy.
But the forceof remembrance is frustrated:
joy itselfis
horizon of
so?
The
over-shadowed by pain. Inexorably
the
of
still
remembrance
is
If
open.
thingspast
history
would become a motive power in the struggle for
changing theworld, the strugglewould be waged fora
revolutionhithertosuppressed in theprevious historical
revolutions [36],

It is too easy to dismiss Marcuse's aesthetic
theoryas Utopian; passages like the one just
quoted remindus that the liberatingforce of
remembrance, culled from Freud's psycho?
analysis, contains a retrospectionon the tragedy
While we
thatisby nowmillenial in itsduration.
can avoid thisman-made tragedyin futuresocial
orders - if not the elemental tragedy of life-and
- we cannot and should not undo our
death

memory of it. Revolutionary humility is be?
stowed on thosewho in theirpresent struggle
recognize thattheyhave only come lately to the
emancipatory task; the slave revolts are no
different from the revolt of modem "new
sensibilities."Marcuse cautions against amnesia
on the left,suggesting that it is hubris to think
thatreconstructioncan ever redeem thosewho
perished, anonymously, in past darkness.
Adorno's persistentmetaphor ofmodem society
as a concentration-campis less an exaggeration
than meets the eye; in the camps victims
perishedwith the anonymityof theirtattooed-on
prison numbers. Scientism, as he remindedus,
wishes thedeath of uncertaintyand particularity;
the perfect identityof subject and object is

contained in theauthoritarianstate.
Art thus serves to particularize sufferingby
giving ita shape and a name.Not all artcontains
explicit joy. But even the remembranceof an
ugliness portrayed in art can be beautiful,even
joyful, transcendingboth thebeautiful and the
ugly [37], if itevokes the fallenhopes of those
who have hoped in vain. Remembrance restores
thebrutalityof thepast and shows how itmade
way for the society of thepresent; itno longer
allows us to live in benign neglect of the
anonymousmartyrsof thepast. It createswhat
one

commentator

has

called

"anamnestic

solidarity," remindingus thatwe are by no
means the firstto invoke thenames of liberation
and justice [38].
Indeed I suggest thatmuch of Marcuse's
effort to develop an aesthetic theorywas in
response to the arrogance of those orthodox
Marxists who forget the past in the spiritof
naive progressivismand who reduce conscious?
ness to a mere reflexof the iron law of socialist
development.This arrogance leads at once to
tyrannyof the vanguard and to a fatalism that
passively

awaits

an

"inevitable"

revolution.

Marcuse's writingson artcan be read as a direct
counterpointto thegrowthofMarxian scientism
in thepast tenyears, exemplifed in thepassion?
less structuralism of Althusser

and others

[39].

The revolutionis not guaranteed in theconcepts
we

use

to analyze

capitalism,

as the Frankfurt

critique of science has remindedus often [40].
Indeed scientismbecomes an ideology both in
capitalist and socialist spheres [41]. In socialist
theoryscientism legitimizes that tyrannyof an
ideologically "correct"minority and it cancels
theneed forsubjective liberation.
Marcuse does not intendin the 1978 book that
the new sensibilityof the futuremust be an
"artist"by profession; ratherhe or she will be
alive to thenon-identity
of individualand group,
Eros and Thanatos and particular and general
interest.
Only if thenew sensibilitykeeps non
identityin sight can it avoid the false totaliza?
tionsof authoritariansocialism and a utopianism
Art forMarcuse
which degenerates intotyranny.
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ismerely one of the vehicles for keeping this
guiding perception of non-identity alive; it
sublimatespresent reality in order to show the
possibility of a futureinwhich individualand
group can be inharmony,ifnot identical.Art in
this sense promises a social settinginwhich the
truly human

-

tragedy as well

as beauty - can

gain lucid outline.
In this sense I contend thatMarcuse's last
speculations about the radical role of art help
him create aMarxism based on non-identitythat
is alive to the contingenciesof life and revolu?
tionas well as to theirpromises.The resourceof
mortalMarxism is at once its limitation:Eros
promises liberation,but it also remainsmortal,
libidinal,and cannot be eradicated.Marcuse in
all his work has sketcheda grounded rationality
that is not Promethean precisely because it
dwells within the"metabolism"between history
and nature.After all, historyis situated innature
andmust returnto it.The life-instincts
contained
in our libidinal nature are a remainder and
resource

of our opaque

mortality.

Thus Mar?

cuse's Marxism is captured in his final reflec?
tionson aesthetic theoryand is not overcome, as
so many

commentators

contend,

in his last phase

of political pessimism.
It is false to readMarcuse as havingmoved
from early optimism tomature pessimism; he
has always been skepticalabout thepossibilites
of liberation.By avoiding both cynicism and
utopianism,

however, Marcuse's

skepticism

has

been suitablyhumble in face of themassive task
of social

reconstruction. His Marxism

precisely

because

is mortal

it does not attempt to change

all thingsor to reduce change only to issues of

class-structure.
knows

On

that our mastery

the

one

hand, Marcuse
of inner and outer nature

is always painful (although how painful is a
question thatcan be answeredonlywhen surplus
restraintshave been removed); on the other
hand,Marcuse knows thatthe deformationsof
class-society penetrate deep into our libidinal
core

and

are

not merely

manifestations

of

economic exploitation.Both of these realizations
distance him from orthodox Marxists who

reduce domination to purely economic issues
and fail to see its subjectivemanifestations,and
the subjective strugglerequired to overcome it.
Justhere,Marcuse's mortalMarxism takes on
its final form.

He remindsus that the class-strugglecannot
be carriedon without coming to gripswith, and
attemptto reverse, the deformationsof subjec?
tivity that prevent class-consciousness

today. He

contends that the mechanical repetition of
Marx's objective categories does not do justice
to the dialectical method, which continualy
reassesses themodalities and depths of domina?
tion.The objective characterof subjectivityin
late capitalismcannotbe ignoredsimplybecause
Marxists wish to retain Marx's political
economic orientation.Indeed aMarxist political
economy todaymust necessarily grapple with
the political economy of desire, the deep
penetrationof formerlyobjective institutional
forces into the substratumof the individualintoneed,morality,psyche.His aesthetictheory
confrontsthe nearly total absorptionof desire
intopolitical economy;while art is not adequate
politics, it is at least a beginning towards the
creationof viable counter-institutions
grounded
ina genuinelynew sensibility.
Art is pre-political forMarcuse, opening the
way of ideological change of consciousness and
self-liberation.
While critics dismiss this pre
moment
of liberation, Marcuse
political
remained

would

convinced

be

Innerlichkeit.
inwardness

that

fought on
Without

the

class-struggle

the battleground of

preserving
the class-struggle would

bourgeois
stagnate, as

early 20th centuryMarxists like Lukacs and
Korsch

quickly

learned.

A

critic of Marcuse

avers:
The proposal of theprinciple of a "definitechoice," the
"great

refusal,"

has

a

quasi-accidental

and

arbitr?r)'

quality. It is a decision. By limitingthefocus to thehere
and now, thisonce again brackets out fromhis critical
theoryof society theproblem of historical continuity;
the standpoint of the existentialist "choice" is
reproducedanew. Ironically, thisposition has a curious
affinityto thatwhich he sharplycriticized in the same
essay of 1934.His theoryof a definitechoice" which
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presupposes the totalnegation of theprevailing order
stands in strikingparallel to therepressive tendenciesof
"decisionism" which in 1934 he had not hesitated to
describe as fascist [42].

But Marcuse contends that self-liberationis a
choice - which people can onlymake once they
of theone
have been liberatedfrom the tyranny
dimensional. This liberation comes both as a
resultof education and self-education.And one
of theprods to self-educationis thedevelopment
of an aesthetic sensibilitythatpeers behind the
appearances of late bourgeois society and
insteadsearchesfordialectical essence.
Critics likeConnerton,quoted directlyabove,
indictMarcuse for reducing class-struggle to
existentialist choice; in the same vein they
dismissMarcuse's preoccupationwith Eros and
with art. But Marcuse is interestedin instinct
and the aestheticonly as theyhave an objective
dimension and open from interiorityto the
externalworld. After all, his early criticismof
the affirmativecultureof German idealismwas
that it locked its truthsinside pure mind and
ignored the possible synthesis of materialism
and idealism in "sensibility."Marcuse's critics
do not understandwhat he means by theobjec?
tivityof subjectivity;theymistake itfor subjec?
tive idealism when in fact it is dialectical
realism, indeed more
which
reductionism

dialectical
reduces

than the crude
subjective

con?

sciousness to a mere epiphenomenon of the
material base [43].
What I call theart and politics of non-identity
is theguiding principle ofMarcuse's search for
a materialist concept of reason.Art is thegreat
testimonialtonon-identity,
preservingas itdoes
the tensionbetween itselfand reality,between
subject and object and between particular and
thought is profound, I
general. Marcuse's
contend,because he could acceptwhatMerleau
Ponty called ambiguity.Our embeddedness in
nature,our biological inheritancesand constitu?
tions,did not dauntMarcuse but instead chal?
lengedhim to conceive new formsof subjective
rebellion adequate to the task of overthrowing
the one-dimensional. Art evokes a liberating

non-identityin its sublimationof a realitywith
no apparentexit
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